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Shine Not Burn Nov 05 2022 Revised edition: This edition of Shine Not Burn includes editorial revisions.
Wrecked Sep 03 2022 NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR, ELLE CASEY, brings readers the High Seas and
High Adventure novel WRECKED. With over 500 5-star ratings on Goodreads, readers love Wrecked! After their cruise goes horribly wrong,
four very different teenagers find themselves shipwrecked on a tropical island. When forced to work together, they discover they have more in
common than they ever imagined... Cast Away meets The Breakfast Club in this fun read from a New York Times bestselling author. ~BookBub
Content Warning: Contains some foul language and non-explicit sex scenes between older teens. May not be appropriate for younger, middlegrade teens. HERE’S WHAT READERS ARE SAYING ABOUT WRECKED: "AMAZING, AMAZING, AMAZING! I'm not sure how to
begin this review and remain professional... so I'll just be honest. I FUDGING loved this book! (SOOO SOOO MUCH!) It was fantastic!=)..." ~
Nancy Figueroa, Tumbling Books, book blog “A Fun Debut Novel! My favorite part of the book was their time on the island. The character
dynamics were well done, and Casey clearly put a lot of thought into what they would need to do to survive, not just physically but emotionally.

This was a fun book and a promising debut novel..." ~ Ally Arendt, Word Vagabond “Fun read! I am a big fan of young adult books, this is one
of my favorites. I have actually re read this book multiple times.” ~ Hipsterduck, Amazon Reviewer “This book, for lack of a better word, was
amazing. From the character intros, to the last page, I was intrigued. Elle clearly understood teens, because all of their motivations and goals were
believable; even the way in which they became stranded was believable. I LOVED EVERY aspect of this book. I definitely recommend it, a
must-read.” ~ Brandon, Goodreads Reviewer A note about the series: I pretty much grew up on the East Coast of Florida, so I went to the beach a
lot, and whenever I did, I was always looking out at the water wondering … “What if…?” What if I were stranded out on a boat somewhere, in
shark-infested waters, and then washed up on a beach of a deserted island… How would I survive? For probably 30 years or more, I contemplated
these questions every time I went to the beach or thought about the water, so I had a LOT of time to think about the details. This book was inside
my head, in the making, for a really long time. That’s why it’s the first book I wrote, because it was finally time to get it out of my head and onto
paper (or I should say, into my computer). When I found out about self-publishing for the Kindle, I thought, “What the heck? Maybe someone
will like it as much as I do.” Now, several years later, with over 40 books written and a few spots on the New York Times and USA Today
bestseller lists, I can say that it was one of the best decisions I’ve ever made. It literally changed my life. I’m really glad that I spent so much time
daydreaming while I was at the beach, and I’m even happier that I took a chance on this story and shared it with the world. **SEQUEL
ALERT** This book was originally written without plans for a sequel. But so many readers asked for one, it was done. Published on December
31, 2012, RECKLESS picks up where WRECKED left off.
Flirting with Fire Jul 21 2021 When Kinsey, the savvy press secretary to Chicago's mayor, arrives at Engine Company 6 in order to scold Luke, a
fire fighter who started a brawl with the police, she finds herself at odds with, and falling for, him.
Black Iris Nov 24 2021 Laney Keating's senior year of high school sucked. It began with one moment of weakness, one stupid gesture for a
hopeless crush. Then the rumors started. Slut, they called her. Queer. Pillhead. Psycho. Mentally ill, messed up, so messed up even her own mom
decided she wasn't worth sticking around for.
Fire from the Rock Apr 05 2020 Sylvia is shocked and confused when she is asked to be one of the first black students to attend Central High
School, which is scheduled to be integrated in the fall of 1957, whether people like it or not. Before Sylvia makes her final decision, smoldering
racial tension in the town ignites into flame. When the smoke clears, she sees clearly that nothing is going to stop the change from coming. It is
up to her generation to make it happen, in as many different ways as there are colors in the world.
Just One Night: Part 1 Feb 25 2022 NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR, ELLE CASEY, brings readers PART 1
in the 6-part contemporary romance serial novel, JUST ONE NIGHT. Jennifer is sexually frustrated and disillusioned with love, a very dangerous
combination. Convinced there's no such thing as Prince Charming, and against her best friend's better judgment, she places a personal ad seeking
a one-night stand. No strings, no commitments, no second dates. Her goal? To restore her faith in men by setting up a single night of fantasy that
can never be tainted by reality. William is a busy executive, newly arrived in the United States from England. Life for him is all about minimizing
complications. He doesn't have the time nor the inclination to share his life with anyone, to have obligations outside of work, or to become
entangled in a relationship with an emotional basket case of a woman who's desperately seeking her Prince Charming. But he does see the value
in having an attractive woman on his arm for networking purposes ... This ebook is Part 1 of the contemporary romance serial novel, JUST ONE

NIGHT, approximately 25,000 words or 100 paper pages long. The story continues with Parts 2-6. Content warning: Due to sexy situations and
content, this book is definitely not appropriate for younger readers. HERE’S WHAT READERS ARE SAYING ABOUT JUST ONE NIGHT,
PART 1: "As usual, Elle Casey delivers. Smokin hot male gets together with super cool chick and the sparks fly from the get go. Love the way
the story develops and can't wait to read the next installment. I can't recommend this author enough..." ~ Amazon reviewer "This book is like
Pringles! Once you read it, you can't stop! This is seriously addicting!" ~ Ana on Goodreads “... tightly packed with a lot of great, yummy and
sexy romance. I loved it, can't wait to see where this serial goes." ~ KarlynP, Book blogger and Goodreads librarian About this serial: Hello
readers! I had such a great time writing this serial. Like you, I had no idea what was going to happen from one part to the next. I didn't even know
how many parts there would be. It was great having all the feedback from my readers as each part was released; it definitely influenced the end
result. Edward's story, JUST ONE WEEK, is coming soon. Find out more at ElleCasey.com/JOW_GooglePlay.
Brazen Dec 14 2020 A New York Times Bestselling AuthorCasey Turner could rope and ride like any man, but when she strode down the streets
of Hard Luck, Texas, nobody took her for anything but a beautiful woman. Working alongside her pa to keep the bank from foreclosing on the
Bar T, she had no time for the frivolous things of life. No time for romance. But all that was about to change . . .
Afterwards Jan 03 2020 "A GRIPPING NOVEL." —New York Times Book Review When her children's school is set ablaze, Grace runs into
the burning building to rescue her teenage daughter, Jenny. In the aftermath, badly injured, Grace learns the police have identified the arsonist,
but they have blamed the wrong person. Only Detective Sarah McBride, the sister-in-law Grace has never liked, is searching for the real arsonist-a hunt that becomes urgent when it's clear Jenny is still the perpetrator's target. Page-turning suspense combines with a beautiful portrayal of deep
family bonds to make this a stunning and riveting read. Now with Extra Libris material, including a reader’s guide and bonus content
War of the Fae: Book 10 (Winged Warriors) Aug 22 2021 Jayne and friends are fighting their biggest battle ever. Darkness and Light are once
again pitted against one another, and only one can emerge the victor. Fae the world over are called into service, and the lives of millions are at
stake. Friendships will be tested, hearts will be broken, and when the dust finally settles, the world that emerges will be forever changed.
Fire in Beulah Feb 13 2021 “A haunting, engrossing portrait of two families – one white, one Black – whose lives are woven together and then
shattered” (The Washington Post) by the 1921 Tulsa Race Massacre Oil-boom opulence, fear, hate, and lynchings are the backdrop for this
riveting novel about one of the worst incidents of violence in American history. Althea Whiteside, an oil-wildcatter’s high-strung white wife, and
her enigmatic Black maid, Graceful, share a complex connection during the tense days of the Oklahoma oil rush. Their juxtaposing stories – and
those of others close to them – unfold as tensions mount to a violent climax in the Tulsa Race Massacre of 1921, during which whites burned the
city’s prosperous Black neighborhood to the ground. The massacre becomes the crucible that melds and tests each of the character in this
masterful exploration of the American race story and the ties that bind us irrevocably to one another.
Night Fires Jan 27 2022 George Edward Stanley's powerful Night Fires explores the influence of the Klan in 1920's Oklahoma, and the danger of
succumbing to peer pressure.
Price of a Kiss Dec 02 2019 I don't care what my cousin says; I am not the queen of impossible relationships. I mean, just because my last
boyfriend tried to kill me and left a bit of a scar on my neck, then forced me to move across the country and legally change my name to Reese
Randall to escape him, does not mean- Oh, who am I kidding? For a freshman in college, I have to have the worst dating track record ever. It's no

wonder love is the last thing on my mind when Mason Lowe enters my life. But the chemistry between us is like bam! Our connection defies
logic. And he's just so freaking hot. Being around him makes me feel more alive than I've ever felt before. I even like bickering with him. He
could be my soul mate...except for one teeny tiny glitch. He's a gigolo. Boy, do I know how to pick them.
I Kissed Shara Wheeler Jul 29 2019 From the bestselling author of Red, White and Royal Blue and One Last Stop comes a debut YA romantic
comedy - perfect for fans of Heartstopper! Fierce, funny, and frank, Casey McQuiston’s I Kissed Shara Wheeler is about breaking the rules,
getting messy, and finding love in unexpected places. '[A] razor-sharp, intensely compassionate, subversive, sweet, electrifyingly romantic
knockout of a book.' – Becky Albertalli, author of Simon vs the Homo Sapiens Agenda A month before graduating from Willowgrove Christian
Academy, the principal’s perfect daughter, prom queen Shara Wheeler, kisses Chloe Green and vanishes. On a furious hunt for answers, Chloe
discovers she’s not the only one Shara kissed. There’s also Smith, Shara’s long-time sweetheart, and Rory, Shara’s bad-boy neighbour with a
crush. Thrown into an unlikely alliance, Chloe, Smith and Rory follow Shara’s trail of annoyingly cryptic clues, and Chloe starts to suspect that
there might be more to this small town – and to Shara – than she thought.
Wrong Number, Right Guy Jun 07 2020 When a mysterious text message summons May Wexler to a biker bar in downtown New Orleans, she
knows something is very wrong. Her sister has sent out an SOS, but when May gets there, she's nowhere to be found and May is the one in
trouble--she's wearing pink espadrilles, she's got a Chihuahua in her purse, and she's in the middle of a shootout. After tall, muscular Ozzie comes
to her rescue, May has no choice but to follow him to safety. At the headquarters of his private security firm, the Bourbon Street Boys, she finds a
refuge for the night--and the offer of a job. But it's not long before a gun-toting stalker isn't the only complication in May's life: the more time she
spends with Ozzie, the less she can deny that they've got some serious chemistry. A wrong number got her into this mess...Will it also get her the
right guy?
The Legacy Jul 09 2020 The international bestselling Off-Campus series returns with a collection of four novellas by New York Times
bestselling author Elle Kennedy! This brand-new installment provides the much-anticipated answer to the question: where are they now? Four
stories. Four couples. Three years of real life after graduation… A wedding. A proposal. An elopement. And a surprise pregnancy. Life after
college for Garrett and Hannah, Logan and Grace, Dean and Allie, and Tucker and Sabrina, isn’t quite what they imagined it would be. Sure, they
have each other, but they also have real-life problems that four years at Briar U didn’t exactly prepare them for. And it turns out, for these four
couples, love is the easy part. Growing up is a whole lot harder. Catch up with your favorite Off-Campus characters as they navigate the changes
that come with growing up and discover that big decisions can have big consequences…and if they’re lucky, big rewards. *THE LEGACY is an
85,000-word novel that is made up of four novellas.
Love in New York: Book 2 (Cabin Fever) Aug 10 2020 NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR, ELLE CASEY,
brings readers book 2 of 3 in the contemporary romance LOVE IN NEW YORK series. An artist’s retreat turns into a snowbound intervention.
Jeremy Oliver’s on a one-man mission to forget, while Sarah Booker’s on a one-woman mission to remember. What happens when two opposing
forces like theirs get snowed in together? Cabin Fever ... Fireworks, tears, ghosts, and maybe even love. LOVE IN NEW YORK SERIES
READING ORDER Love in New York: Book 1 (Lost and Found) Love in New York: Book 2 (Cabin Fever) Love in New York: Book 3 (Mister
Fixit) HERE’S WHAT READERS ARE SAYING ABOUT LOVE IN NEW YORK, BOOK 2: “Amazing!!! A perfect, unpredictable romance.

Loved it start to finish. Can't wait to read the next book in this wonderful series.” ~ Rhonda Bartos, Goodreads reviewer “WOW! I can honestly
say this was one of my favorite books! I couldn't put it down. It was one of those stay up WAY PAST your bedtime to keep reading to find out
what happens next! I am tired but I am very satisfied with how this book progressed and ended.. I just wish it could have kept going on and on
and on.... Elle Casey sure didn't disappoint as I knew she wouldn't!!!” ~ Amazon Reviewer “Another book that will keep you up all night, because
you won't be able to put it down. I am totally loving this series from my favourite author. It's great to read books that aren't predictable. This is
another great read, I highly recommend.” ~ Lisa Berardi, Amazon Reviewer “Awesome continuation of the series. I laughed, cried, and laughed
some more. Can't wait to read the last installment in the series.” ~ Amazon Reviewer About this series: I’d never been to New York City before,
but I knew I would love it and wanted to write a story that was set in the most exciting city in the world. So I hopped on a plane with my friend
Susan and spent 5 whirlwind days there, soaking up the culture, seeing the sights and nailing down the scenes that would eventually end up in this
series. Those of you familiar with New York City know what I’m talking about when I say you just can’t beat Russ and Daughters’ bagels,
Central Park, Times Square, Brooklyn, and Yonnah Schimmels’ knishes.
Smokeless Fire Aug 02 2022 For the last two years Ari's life has been anything but normal and on her 18th birthday, when her friends surprise her
with a gimmick genie claiming to grant wishes, Ari discovers the truth. The tragic and strange occurrences surrounding her 16th birthday were
not coincidental and her life is never going to be the same again. Ari's real parents are not normal. They are not loving. They are not human. They
are myth. They are Smokeless Fire. They are Jinn. REVIEWS "I am a brand new fan of the world of the Jinn. Samantha Young created one that is
unique and alluring and filled with all kinds of secrets that I want answers to...Smokeless Fire is an utterly riveting must read ..." Fiktshun
Reviews "I honestly cannot wait for book 2. Smokeless Fire is unique, exciting, yet so real. This book has just enough fantasy, just enough real
world, just enough love triangle, just enough strength, just enough laughs. I couldn't put it down and Samantha has definitely found herself a new
fan." Shortie Says Reviews "Smokeless Fire makes for a great read. There is no way I wont be grabbing book 2 as soon as it is released! This YA
paranormal romance was an awesome story and one I totally recommend you add to your reading pile very soon!" 5/5 Stars - The Slowest
Bookworm Reviews "Smokeless Fire is the beginning to an incredible series surely to capture everyone's hearts. The characters are unique and
easy to fall in love with. I hate to say that I am team Jai all the way! I totally recommend reading Smokeless Fire and any book from Samantha
Young. " Once Upon a Twilight Reviews "This book was jam-packed with everything that I love, a wholly unique premise...a strong (and snarky)
female character, equally strong male characters (both of whom were entirely swoon-worthy)... All in all, this is a book that I know I will be
rereading time and time again." Avery's Book Nook Reviews "The whole concept of Jinn (Genies) in Smokeless Fire definitely stood out and
made it such a wonderful and enjoying read...I loved all the characters presented in Smokeless Fire, namely Jai, Ari, and Charlie, in that
order..Action packed throughout and leading to a cliffhanger ending will leave readers wanting more! 5/5 Must Read! Highly Recommended!"
Moonlight Gleam Reviews
Apocalypsis: Book 1 (Kahayatle) May 31 2022 NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR, ELLE CASEY, brings
readers Book 1 of 4 in the YA Dystopian APOCALYPSIS Series, suitable for older teens and adults. With over 900 5-star ratings on Goodreads
for Book 1, readers love the Apocalypsis Series! KAHAYATLE. My name is Bryn Mathis. I'm seventeen years old, and I live in a neighborhood
outside of Orlando, Florida. I’m here alone because my dad died almost a year ago, along with all the other adults in the world. I'm almost out of

food, and the gangs of kids that roam around my town are getting more vicious by the day. It's time for me to leave and find another place to live
... a place where I can find food and shelter ... a place where they won't be able to find me. Alone, it might have been possible, but now I've got
company. I'm worried that I don't have what it takes to get from here to my final destination, and I have no idea what might be waiting for me
when I get there. Content Warning: Mild violence and some foul language within. Meant for older Young Adult readers (age 15+). This book is in
the Dark Science Fiction / Horror / Post-Apocalyptic genres, featuring teen characters only. APOCALYPSIS SERIES READING ORDER
Apocalypsis: Book 1 (Kahayatle) Apocalypsis: Book 2 (Warpaint) Apocalypsis: Book 3 (Exodus) Apocalypsis: Book 4 (Haven) This series is
dedicated to the amazing, wonderful Native Americans who populate our nation, continuing their traditions and reminding the rest of us that
sometimes, progress isn’t always the best thing for our people. I invite you to learn more about the Miccosukee tribe, their history, culture, and
lifestyle by visiting this website: http://www.miccosukee.com/indian-village/ HERE’S WHAT READERS ARE SAYING ABOUT
APOCALYPSIS: BOOK 1 (KAHAYATLE): “The storytelling was absolutely first class.” ~Trevor Morris, reviewer "Elle Casey has done it
again. Created a world that drags you in and won't let you go. I think I am a little bit in love with her brain ... at least the imagination part of it. I
love books that make me root for the characters, and this one has you rooting from the very first page..." ~ Cynthia Shepp book reviews "What
took me so flipping long to read this book?! Apocalypsis: Kahayatle was so very different than what I expected - but just that much better because
of it. Elle Casey creates a world ridden with violence and horror and injects the perfect amount of belly-laughing sarcasm, wit, and romance. Her
characterization is phenomenal and honest through a setting that is disturbingly realistic..." BetweentheBind.blogspot.com ~ Jenna, Book Blogger
“I read A TON of dystopians and post-apocalyptic novels. They all run together, but not this one. This is the kind of dystopian that I want to read.
I love the world Elle Casey has created. It’s a tamed-down, less-depressing, good-humoured The Road meets a more-aggressive, less
sophisticated The Silence of the Lambs. Read this! It’s bloody brilliant.” ~ Lucas Deal, Goodreads Reviewer “If you don’t enjoy reading books
that tend to be addictive and take over your life until you have finished reading it, stay away from Apocalypsis. It was nearly impossible to put
down. It is also funny - I spent most of the book chuckling or full out laughing.” ~ Tiffany Loves Books, Blogger and Goodreads reviewer
Eyes of Silver, Eyes of Gold Jun 19 2021 Eyes of Silver, Eyes of Gold is a story of romance and family conflicts set in Colorado in 1885. Anne
Wells has embarrassed her rigidly proper family since she was a child with occasional but grievous lapses from ladylike behavior. They blame
those lapses for the disgraceful fact that she is a spinster at 28. Cord Bennett, the son of his father's second marriage to a Cheyenne woman, is
more than an embarrassment to his well-to-do family of ranchers and lawyers - they are ashamed and afraid of their black sheep. When Anne and
Cord are found alone together, her father's fury leads to violence. Cord's family accepts that the fault is his. Can Anne and Cord use the freedom
of being condemned for sins they didn't commit to make a life together? Or will their disapproving, interfering families tear them apart?
The Killing Kind Jun 27 2019 A RICHARD & JUDY BOOK-CLUB PICK The incredible new break-out thriller from the Sunday Times
bestselling author. Shortlisted for the Irish Crime Book Awards 2021
Beard Necessities Aug 29 2019 Billy Winston’s family is going to see him happy and in love if it’s the last thing they do. No one deserves a
happily-ever-after quite as much as the second oldest Winston brother and his lady love, Claire McClure (aka Scarlet St. Claire). Cruelty and
circumstance tore them apart almost twenty years ago. Secrecy and bitterness kept them separated. But you know who’s tired of their separation
and stubbornness? Everyone. Especially Billy Winston’s family. And now they’re going to do something about it. Well-meaning interference

means the star-crossed lovers can’t stop tripping over each other in the hills of Tuscany, the catacombs of Rome, and the waterways of Venice.
Billy and Claire find themselves thrown together and at the mercy of the Winston siblings’ shenanigans. But will their forced proximity bring
them together? Or push them even further apart? This second-chance romance brings back the entire Winston gang, playing cupid in one last
story of love, hi-jinks, and family collusion. BEARD NECESSITIES is a full-length contemporary romantic comedy, and can be read as a standalone, but it’s probably best read after books 0.5, 2, 3, 5, and 6 of the Winston Brothers series.
I Survived the Great Chicago Fire, 1871 (I Survived #11) Apr 17 2021 Could an entire city really burn to the ground?
Fire in the Hills Sep 10 2020 After escaping a Nazi labor camp, Roberto returns home to Italy where he discovers that the Allies are forcing the
Nazis north, which is dangerous for the Italians, and joins a small band of resistance fighters who carry secret messages and smuggle guns--acts
that are punishable by death. Reprint.
Love in New York: Book 3 (Mister Fixit) Oct 31 2019 NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR, ELLE CASEY,
brings readers book 3, the final installment in the contemporary romance series LOVE IN NEW YORK. Jana is left devastated after her brother
starts his recovery and her niece is taken out of her care. At loose ends, she decides to purchase a fixer-upper in one of her favorite areas of
Brooklyn, thinking the work will get her mind off her loss and the intense feelings of anger and disappointment she has toward the family
attorney, Robinson. But she gets in over her head and needs someone who can not only fix her roof but someone who can fix her broken heart.
LOVE IN NEW YORK SERIES READING ORDER Love in New York: Book 1 (Lost and Found) Love in New York: Book 2 (Cabin Fever)
Love in New York: Book 3 (Mister Fixit) HERE’S WHAT READERS ARE SAYING ABOUT LOVE IN NEW YORK, BOOK 3: “Loved this
book, the author is so talented at writing great characters and creates the funniest behaviour in serious situations. I just love this series and
family…” ~ Lisa Berardi, Amazon Reviewer “Jana and Robs’ love story was told in such a way that made you feel like you were right there with
them going through all of the struggles and heartbreak and finally love. A must read!!!!” ~ Karen Monasterio, Goodreads Reviewer “Another
great book by Elle Casey! I’m truly never disappointed with Elle Casey's books! This entire series has kept me guessing and not being able to put
it down because I want to know what's next!” ~ Lisa M, Amazon Reviewer “Loved this story! The three-book series was amazing! There was
humor as well as tender moments in each book. Elle Casey is very talented and a great storyteller!” ~ Becky T., Amazon Reviewer About this
series: I’d never been to New York City before, but I knew I would love it and wanted to write a story that was set in the most exciting city in the
world. So I hopped on a plane with my friend Susan and spent 5 whirlwind days there, soaking up the culture, seeing the sights, and nailing down
the scenes that would eventually end up in this series. Those of you familiar with New York City know what I’m talking about when I say you
just can’t beat Russ and Daughters’ bagels, Central Park, Times Square, Brooklyn, and Yonnah Schimmels’ knishes.
The Name of All Things Feb 02 2020 Prophecy and magic combine in The Name of All Things, Jenn Lyons' powerful epic of imperial politics,
dragons, gods and demons. You can have everything you want. If you sacrifice everything you believe . . . Kihrin D’Mon is a wanted man after
killing the Emperor of Quur – and not in a good way. So he heads for Jorat, to find the fourth person named in prophesy, who will either save or
damn the world. He meets Janel Theranon, who claims she already knows him. And she wants Kihrin’s help in saving Jorat’s capital from a
dragon, who can only be slain with his sword’s magic. Unwittingly, Kirin also finds himself at the centre of a rebellion. One which puts him in
direct opposition to Relos Var, his old enemy. For too long, Janel’s battled the wizard alone – even betraying her ideals to bring him down.

However, Var owns one of the world’s most powerful artefacts: the Name of All Things. It bestows knowledge, which Var uses to gain what he
wants most. This is now Kihrin D’Mon – and the world may not survive the consequences. The Name of All Things is book two in Jenn Lyons'
thrilling epic fantasy series, A Chorus of Dragons, which begins with The Ruin of Kings. Continue the action with The Memory of Souls. 'What
an extraordinary book . . . everything epic fantasy should be: rich, cruel, gorgeous, brilliant, enthralling and deeply deeply satisfying. I loved it' –
Lev Grossman on The Ruin of Kings
War of the Fae Mar 05 2020 Jayne Sparks, a potty-mouthed, rebellious seventeen-year-old and her best friend, shy and bookish Tony Green,
have a pretty typical high school existence, until several seemingly unrelated incidents converge, causing a cascade of events that change their
lives forever. Jayne and Tony, together with a group of runaway teens, are hijacked and sent into a forest, where nothing and no one are as they
seem. Who will emerge triumphant? And what will they be when they do?
War of the Fae: Book 8 (Time Slipping) Jan 15 2021 NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR, ELLE CASEY, brings
readers Book 8 in the YA Urban Fantasy WAR OF THE FAE Series. Jayne and her crew of fae friends are off to Uamh An Ard-Achaidh, the
High Pasture Cave in Torrin on the Isle of Skye, to fulfill her destiny as the companion to the portal guardian of the Underworld. But on the way
there, weird things start to happen, and she’s forced to reckon with at least one behind-the-scenes player bent on keeping her from getting to the
portal on time. Content Warning: Mild violence and significant foul language within. Meant for older Young Adult readers (age 15+). WAR OF
THE FAE SERIES READING ORDER War of the Fae: Book 1 (The Changelings) *Free ebook at most retailers* War of the Fae: Book 2 (Call
to Arms) War of the Fae: Book 3 (Darkness and Light) War of the Fae: Book 4 (New World Order) War of the Fae: Book 5 (After the Fall)
[Formerly titled Clash of the Otherworlds, Book 1] War of the Fae: Book 6 (Between the Realms) [Formerly titled Clash of the Otherworlds,
Book 2] War of the Fae: Book 7 (Portal Guardians) [Formerly titled Clash of the Otherworlds, Book 3] War of the Fae: Book 8 (Time Slipping)
War of the Fae: Book 9 (Dragon Riders) **Coming soon** War of the Fae: Book 10 (Winged Warriors) **Coming soon** HERE’S WHAT
READERS ARE SAYING ABOUT WAR OF THE FAE, BOOK 8: “The author's creative genius never ceases to amaze me. She writes with
such a flair for building on her characters' interactions with one another that as soon as you think you know everything there is to know about the
relationships between characters, there is always something new and different going on that surprises the reader. Casey also has a flair for
dialogue, particularly Jayne's talent for coming up with new ways to use every dirty word you thought had already been used in every possible
way imaginable!” ~ BigBangBookGeek, Amazon Reviewer “Another Elle Casey book I couldn't put down. This is a GREAT continuation of the
story and you really need to start at the beginning before reading this one. This series is one of the few that actually has made me laugh out loud,
say "No way", and sit on the edge of my seat all within a chapter or two.” ~ Gary Wilson, Amazon Reviewer “She does it again. I absolutely love
this series. I would love to meet each and every character because they are each hilarious. I was so surprised that there was more to this story, but
so happy as well…”~ Amelia Beatty, Goodreads reviewer About this series: A reader fan recently set up a blog dedicated to casting the actors for
the War of the Fae movie. No, it is not in production to be made into a movie, nor have I sold the rights to anyone for the movie. But just in case I
ever do, my fans will be sure the casting director has a complete line-up ready! Check it out: ellecasey.com/WOTF_Movie
Playing with Fire Oct 04 2022 The second novel in Hot in Chicago, a brand-new, sizzling series that follows a group of firefighting foster
siblings and their hot love interests!

Simplicity Oct 24 2021 A man with a past and a woman with a future collide on an island when they are marooned by a raging storm. Can the
man let go, and can the woman win out? A tale of strong emotions and vivid responses as the couple reach an unexpected conclusion.
Relentless May 19 2021 Sara Grey’s world shattered ten years ago when her father was brutally murdered. Now at seventeen, she is still haunted
by memories of that day and driven by the need to understand why it happened. She lives a life full of secrets and her family and friends have no
idea of the supernatural world she is immersed in or of Sara’s own very powerful gift. In her quest for answers about her father’s death, Sara takes
risks that expose her and her friends to danger and puts herself into the sights of a sadistic vampire. On the same fateful night she meets Nikolas, a
warrior who turns Sara’s world upside down and is determined to protect her even if it’s the last thing she wants. Sara’s life starts to spin out of
control as she is hunted by an obsessed vampire, learns that her friends have secrets of their own and reels from the truth about her own ancestry.
Sara has always been fiercely independent but in order to survive now she must open herself to others, to reveal her deepest secrets. And she must
learn to trust the one person capable of breaking down the walls around her.
Love in New York: Book 1 (Lost and Found) Apr 29 2022 NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR, ELLE
CASEY, brings readers book 1 of 3 in the contemporary romance LOVE IN NEW YORK Series. With over 300 5-star ratings on Goodreads for
Book 1, readers love the Love in New York Series! Sometimes engagement rings can get lost and then found. Sometimes people can too. All it
takes is a heavy-duty dose of karma and the magic of Manhattan to make it all come together. Leah is a financially destitute new age hippy. James
is a wealthy surgeon with a trust fund. She's awkward, he's poised. She's completely crazy, he's way too sane. People might say they have nothing
in common, but they'd be wrong. They both live in Manhattan, they both have no idea how to change a baby diaper, and they're both lost … until
they find one another. LOVE IN NEW YORK SERIES READING ORDER Love in New York: Book 1 (Lost and Found) Love in New York:
Book 2 (Cabin Fever) Love in New York: Book 3 (Mister Fixit) HERE’S WHAT READERS ARE SAYING ABOUT LOVE IN NEW YORK,
BOOK 1: “This was an excellent read. I couldn't put it down! I loved how it was told from both female and male perspectives. It had me laughing
out loud and gave me awe moments. Would definitely recommend!” ~ S Kastelz, Amazon reviewer “Extremely funny! My family thought I was
losing it when at times I laughed so hard I couldn't talk! So glad I purchased this book! Definitely recommend you read it!” ~ B. Mummert,
Amazon reviewer “Great read! loved this book. I laughed throughout the entire storyline… I have recommended this book to friends that I think
will enjoy the lightness and humor in it. Can't wait to see where she takes us next in this series.” ~ Amazon Customer “Awesome!! This book had
me laughing! It was sweet and oh so romantic. I LOVED it and would recommend to anyone looking for a good sweet read.” ~ Sheyla,
Goodreads reviewer About this series: I’d never been to New York City before, but I knew I would love it and wanted to write a story that was set
in the most exciting city in the world. So I hopped on a plane with my friend Susan and spent 5 whirlwind days there, soaking up the culture,
seeing the sights and nailing down the scenes that would eventually end up in this series. Those of you familiar with New York City know what
I’m talking about when I say you just can’t beat Russ and Daughters’ bagels, Central Park, Times Square, Brooklyn, and Yonnah Schimmels’
knishes.
Gates of Fire Dec 26 2021 Go tell the Spartans, stranger passing by, That here, obedient to their laws, we lie. Nearly 2,500 years ago, in 480BC,
at a bleak pass in a far-flung corner of eastern Greece, three hundred Spartan warriors faced the army of Xerxe
The Dragon Chronicles Nov 12 2020 Dragons. They are more than a memory from an age of wizards and heroes. These winged, fire-breathing

beasts soar through the traditions of many lands, and through our dreams. In their many guises - Western or Eastern, reptile or lizard or serpent,
wyvern, hydra, basilisk - dragons embody everything that we humans call magic. In this volume of the acclaimed 'Future Chronicles' anthology
series, twelve authors invite you to journey to very different worlds - lands of fire and fury, of legend and lore - but all worlds where dragons
roam unshackled from myth, freed from the imagination, and real. "The Dragon Chronicles" features stories by bestselling authors Elle Casey
(War of the Fae), David Adams (Ren of Atikala), K.J. Colt (Klawdia), Terah Edun (Courtlight), and Daniel Arenson (Dragonlore) plus seven
more of today's most visionary authors in fantasy and speculative fiction.
Wit'ch Fire Mar 17 2021 “I loved every page of this book. Clemens has constructed a world of magic that’s never been seen before, with a cast
of beings who are so engaging and entrancing that you never want the story to end.”—John Saul On a fateful night five centuries ago, three mages
made a desperate last stand, sacrificing everything to preserve the only hope of goodness in the beautiful, doomed land of Alasea. Now, on the
anniversary of that ominous night, a girl-child ripens into the heritage of lost power. But before she can even comprehend her terrible new gift,
the Dark Lord dispatches his winged monsters to capture her and bring him the embryonic magic she embodies. Fleeing the minions of darkness,
Elena is swept toward certain doom—and into the company of unexpected allies. There she forms a band of the hunted and the cursed, the
outcasts and the outlaws, to battle the unstoppable forces of evil and rescue a once-glorious empire . . . Praise for Wit’ch Fire “Wit’ch Fire grabs
at your heart and tears a little hole, then tears another, and another—a brutal and beautiful ride. I can’t put the book down!”—R. A. Salvatore
“Full of violence, magical pyrotechnics, and black-heared villains.”—Publishers Weekly
Red, White & Royal Blue Sep 30 2019 * Instant NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY bestseller * * GOODREADS CHOICE AWARD
WINNER for BEST DEBUT and BEST ROMANCE of 2019 * * BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR* for VOGUE, NPR, VANITY FAIR, and more!
* What happens when America's First Son falls in love with the Prince of Wales? When his mother became President, Alex Claremont-Diaz was
promptly cast as the American equivalent of a young royal. Handsome, charismatic, genius—his image is pure millennial-marketing gold for the
White House. There's only one problem: Alex has a beef with the actual prince, Henry, across the pond. And when the tabloids get hold of a
photo involving an Alex-Henry altercation, U.S./British relations take a turn for the worse. Heads of family, state, and other handlers devise a
plan for damage control: staging a truce between the two rivals. What at first begins as a fake, Instragramable friendship grows deeper, and more
dangerous, than either Alex or Henry could have imagined. Soon Alex finds himself hurtling into a secret romance with a surprisingly unstuffy
Henry that could derail the campaign and upend two nations and begs the question: Can love save the world after all? Where do we find the
courage, and the power, to be the people we are meant to be? And how can we learn to let our true colors shine through? Casey McQuiston's Red,
White & Royal Blue proves: true love isn't always diplomatic. "I took this with me wherever I went and stole every second I had to read!
Absorbing, hilarious, tender, sexy—this book had everything I crave. I’m jealous of all the readers out there who still get to experience Red,
White & Royal Blue for the first time!" - Christina Lauren, New York Times bestselling author of The Unhoneymooners "Red, White & Royal
Blue is outrageously fun. It is romantic, sexy, witty, and thrilling. I loved every second." - Taylor Jenkins Reid, New York Times bestselling
author of Daisy Jones & The Six
War of the Fae May 07 2020 Follow Jayne Sparks, the (still) potty-mouthed seventeen-year-old and newly changed elemental fae and her friends
- an incubus, a daemon, a green elf, a water sprite and a pixie - as they struggle to find their places in the Light Fae community of the Green

Forest and prepare for the upcoming battle against the Dark Fae.
Don't Make Me Beautiful Oct 12 2020 NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR, ELLE CASEY, brings readers the
romantic suspense novel DON’T MAKE ME BEAUTIFUL. **This story was inspired by true events. If you liked the movie "Sleeping With the
Enemy", then you might like this story too. ** No one knew a woman lived there or that she even existed. A monster, living in darkness... At
twenty-two, Nicole doesn't even look human anymore. The beast made sure of that. So she hides. A monster, consigned to a life of fear and
solitude. This is all she deserves, she is quite sure of that. And then one day out of the blue, the autographed baseball caught by Brian Jensen at
the latest Marlins game enters her prison and manages to turn her world completely upside down. Temptation comes in the form of pity at first,
and then perhaps something more. Does she dare to believe the things she's told, that this is not the life she was meant to live? That being a
monster is not her forever-fate? And will she be willing to risk everything, to reach out and accept the helping hands around her and share her
deepest, darkest secrets? She knows only too well that hands can hurt. Finding out whether they can also heal is a risky proposition, especially
when the beast is still out there. Looking for her. Content warning: Violence, foul language, and adult situations. Not meant for younger readers.
A message from Elle about this book: A really long time ago, I read an article in a newspaper or a magazine (I haven’t been able to locate the
original) about a woman who was so badly beaten over a long period of time, she couldn’t leave her house. I thought about that woman a lot over
the years and about what her thoughts might have been, her fears, her reality … and this book was my attempt to both exorcise those thoughts
from my brain and also shed some light on a subject —domestic violence— that I feel should never be left in darkness. HERE’S WHAT
READERS ARE SAYING ABOUT DON’T MAKE ME BEAUTIFUL: "Don't Make Me Beautiful is a deeply touching, beautiful and inspiring
story with a powerful message about the strength of survival and the healing power of love. It's both heart breaking and heart warming with a
strong heroine, a to-die-for hero, and a story that will stay with you long after you finish reading. It touched my heart deeply and reminded me
that there are still superheroes out there everyday who save each other. This is easily one of my favorites of the year!" ~ Aestas Book Blog "I
hope this book gets huge everyone should read it....those of us that read the likes of Sylvain Reynard.....Colleen Hoover....Abbi Glines.....S.C.
Stephens....Jamie McGuire just to name a few.....we all sit around waiting for their new releases patiently....well Elle Casey just went on my top
list of Authors to look for with their next story..." ~ Amazon reviewer "This story is gritty and real. Elle didn't have to use any bells and whistles
to tell Nicole's story. From page one it felt like the story was a natural progression - never forced or overdone. I give this book 5 stars. I do want
to say that while this is a hard story to read, it is very well worth the tears. Anyone who has survived will ache for Nicole, but will find inspiration
in the courage she had to heal. To not be a victim. To rise up and survive. To embrace your happily ever after even though it scares you worse
than the horrors you already survived." ~ Book blogger "Mommy's A Book Whore" “Don’t Make Me Beautiful is a story that will remain with
me for quite some time. Nicole’s journey of restoration and healing and her second chance at life was real and heart-lifting. I commend Elle
Casey for taking on such a powerful venture. While the book did have some dark undertones, Ms. Casey gave it a lighter feel establishing that
even the most broken can overcome the darkness of their past and find the happiness that was once held from their grasp.” ~ Booklikes Blogger
LisaP.
One Last Stop Mar 29 2022 *INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER* *INSTANT USA TODAY BESTSELLER* *INSTANT #1
INDIE BESTSELLER* From the New York Times bestselling author of Red, White & Royal Blue comes a new romantic comedy that will stop

readers in their tracks... For cynical twenty-three-year-old August, moving to New York City is supposed to prove her right: that things like magic
and cinematic love stories don’t exist, and the only smart way to go through life is alone. She can’t imagine how waiting tables at a 24-hour
pancake diner and moving in with too many weird roommates could possibly change that. And there’s certainly no chance of her subway
commute being anything more than a daily trudge through boredom and electrical failures. But then, there’s this gorgeous girl on the train. Jane.
Dazzling, charming, mysterious, impossible Jane. Jane with her rough edges and swoopy hair and soft smile, showing up in a leather jacket to
save August’s day when she needed it most. August’s subway crush becomes the best part of her day, but pretty soon, she discovers there’s one
big problem: Jane doesn’t just look like an old school punk rocker. She’s literally displaced in time from the 1970s, and August is going to have
to use everything she tried to leave in her own past to help her. Maybe it’s time to start believing in some things, after all. Casey McQuiston’s
One Last Stop is a magical, sexy, big-hearted romance where the impossible becomes possible as August does everything in her power to save the
girl lost in time. "A dazzling romance, filled with plenty of humor and heart." - Time Magazine, "The 21 Most Anticipated Books of 2021"
"Dreamy, other worldly, smart, swoony, thoughtful, hilarious - all in all, exactly what you'd expect from Casey McQuiston!" - Jasmine Guillory,
New York Times bestselling author of The Proposal and Party for Two
Sparking the Fire Jul 01 2022 Kate Meader’s blazing Hot in Chicago firefighter series has “everything you want in a romance” (RT Book
Reviews, Top Pick)! The flames of desire burn out of control in this sexy third novel when ex-lovers unexpectedly reunite for a sizzling affair that
will have the director yelling, “Quiet on the set!” Actor Molly Cade, America’s fallen sweetheart, finally has her shot at a Hollywood comeback
with a dramatic new role as a tough-as-nails firefighter that promises to propel her back to the big time and restore her self-respect. Wyatt Fox,
resident daredevil at Engine Co. 6, needs a low-key job to keep him busy while he recovers from his latest rescue stunt. Consulting on a local
movie shoot should add just enough spark to his day. Especially when in struts Molly Cade: the woman who worked his heart over good, and then
left him in the Windy City dust. Their story is straight out of a script: irrepressible, spunky heroine meets taciturn, smoldering hero. But these two
refuse to be typecast, and when the embers of an old love are stoked, someone is bound to get burned…
Where the Crawdads Sing Sep 22 2021 OVER 12 MILLION COPIES SOLD WORLDWIDE SOON TO BE A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE
A NUMBER ONE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER 'Painfully beautiful' New York Times 'Unforgettable . . . as engrossing as it is moving'
Daily Mail 'A rare achievement' The Times 'I can't even express how much I love this book!' Reese Witherspoon
------------------------------------------------- For years, rumours of the 'Marsh Girl' have haunted Barkley Cove, a quiet town on the North Carolina
coast. So in late 1969, when handsome Chase Andrews is found dead, the locals immediately suspect Kya Clark, the so-called Marsh Girl. But
Kya is not what they say. Sensitive and intelligent, she has survived for years alone in the marsh that she calls home, finding friends in the gulls
and lessons in the sand. Then the time comes when she yearns to be touched and loved. When two young men from town become intrigued by her
wild beauty, Kya opens herself to a new life - until the unthinkable happens. ------------------------------------------------- '[It] will reach a huge
audience though the writer's old-fashioned talents for compelling character, plotting and landscape description' Guardian 'For sheer escapism pick
up Where the Crawdads Sing . . . there is writing that takes your breath away' The Times 'All is not as it seems in this heartbreaking coming-ofage bestseller' i newspaper
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